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Editors Note

I would of loved to put all the shoots that I have worked on for LaMode in this anniversary magazine
unfortunately that would of made it a massive 400 plus page publication, which would make it slightly overwhelming.
The ones I have chosen, are a true reflection of what LaMode is all about.

As I look back over the first 5 years of LaMode and count how many editorials I have posted and written the
number has come to over 100. I was never sure if I was going to still be here today writing this editors note,
I think planning has always been the key to anything that you do in life and this online publication has been
no exception.

Page.3-Vision of The Photographer
Page.5-Fashion Essay

So to celebrate the mile stone of LaMode I decided to create this PDF publication. To be honest, I never really
planned to put together this anniversary issue and I am not to sure if I will ever do something like this again.
But don’t quote me on this as I may turn around and do it all over again in a few months to show off my vision as a photographer, stylist and sometimes writer.
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Page.11-Karina White/Wood Anniversary
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Page.31-Katherine/Sliver Sonic,Part one
Page.40-Katherine/Sliver Sonic,Part Two
Page.50-Alexxia/ Sun Seeker
Page.57- Jenna G/You with the Attitude

If you scroll though the online version each editorial you will notice that I put the models name at the top
of each post and then the written word, I do that because if you don’t have a model you don’t have a shoot.
There are no two ways about it a good model can make or break your shoot and the story that you are creating, I am very blissed to have worked with the models that I have, and will always be great full in the future
who ever I get to work with.
As you flick though the magazine you will notice that I have written a couple of essays on fashion and swimwear, my two favorite subjects to shoot. The essays are more of a point of view on the subjects and are a introduction to each section of the magazine.
I didn’t think I would be doing something like this 5 years ago and that is write a editors note for LaMode but
hey there is a first for everything and lets hope that I will be doing this again in a few months time to celebrate the 6th year of LaMode.

Swimwear

Page.69-Is wearing swim about the swimwear or the body in it
Page.71-Courtney/Push me to the Edge
Page.79-Sarah/Crisp and Clean
Page.89-Joanna/To burnt to be lit
Page.101-Modest/Global Scale
Page.109-Marina/East meets West
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Editor in Chief
Geoffrey Chuah

Model,Courtney@Chadwicks
Makeup,Verity.g
Swim, Seapea
Model, Laura.R@Chadwicks, Clothes by Suzi Rose
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The Vision of the
Photographer
Welcome to LaMode magazine, born out of frustration to create eye catching photographic editorials
that come from my vision. I wanted to create an on-line publication that would allow me to express myself photographically and with the written word
My passion is photography first and foremost, but I would be lying if I didn’t mention the words fashion, swimwear and the female form all in the same sentence, add a bit of culture and you have, LaMode
magazine.
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With the world spending more time on their devices scrolling though there social media news feeds and
trying to find new ways to entertain them self ’s. The common hard copy magazine is being purchased
less and less. So that is when I decided to start my on-line publication.

on.

Not only would it allow me to shoot what I wanted where I wanted but it also became my focus away
from my commercial work. Not that I didn’t post a little bit of my commercial work on LaMode from
time to time to show you what I did to pay the bills, you could say it turned into an art and commerce
publication for a period of time but not for long as I then turned my attention to my on-line swimwear
store, LaMode Swim. I ran that for close to, two and a half years and then decided to wine that down
due to my photography commitments and LaMode magazine.
Now I find myself managing my time between my commissions and the publication.
LaMode has let me express myself not only photographically with my creative visuals, but also with my
writing, something I am the first to admit that I was not very good at when I first started, but I have
grown to love that part of the job for the magazine, more so in the last couple of years.
I didn’t always find it easy to write a blurb for my your visuals as you really want the photography to tell
the story and not let what you have written word get in the way. So to tie this little introduction up, I
present you this question “we love to be entertained” and if we can get free entertainment then that is an
added bonuses isn’t it?
But to what level I ask?
Enjoy my first 5 years of LaMode magazine.
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Model, Valentina@BusyModels

Dress by Nicola Finetti
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F a shio n E s s a y
What really is “fashion” or more to the point, “what is fashion photography ”
word “fashion” this is what you come up with:

If you Google the

Fashion also alludes to the way in which things are made; to fashion something is to
make it in a particular form. Most commonly, fashion is defined as the prevailing style of
dress or behavior at any given time, with the strong implication that fashion is characterized by change.

“Well
Fashion Treats
Come and Go
There
Are No Two Ways
About It”

The dictionary meaning is:

A popular or the latest style of clothing, hair or decoration, or behavior: the latest Parisian
fashion.
•
[mass noun] the production and marketing of new styles of clothing and cosmetics:
[ as modifier]: a fashion magazine

Both sound different because they were written by two different source’s, and that is what fashion

is all about, “a point of view”, it doesn’t matter if you are a fashion designer, stylist or photographer,
there are so many bows in this industry that is what makes this billion dollar cotton field so interesting is that there are so many different jobs in fashion that someone can do, but each and everyone one of them will have a different point of view on it.

So, when you think of fashion what would be the first thing you think of? Maybe it is what you see

and read in the magazines or what you would like to wear the next time you go out to a party, there
are so many things you can think of just off the top of your head. But what it really is and what it really boils down to, is what you wear and how you wear, and that is where the magazines come into
play or should I say fashion editorials.

The hard copy magazine seems to be a bit of a dying breed unfortunately, but that has more to

do with the rise of the digital era ( and that is not going away anytime soon either, if anything it is
growing at an enormous size ) but what we do see in the hard copy magazines or a digital form is
what dictates what we wear and sometimes how we wear it.

The fashion editorials that you see in Vogue and Harpers Bazaar are more what I think are border
line fantasy or film stills, images that are styled up, but can be easily watered down for your every day wearing. The more commercial magazines such as Marie Claire and Elle tend to have the
attainable looks that you can pull right from the pages of the magazine, or even buy it right on the
spot with a few clicks if you are reading it on-line.
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So, what is fashion and how do we translate that from the pages of a magazine or an editorial

that we see in hard copy or digital form.

Well fashion trends come and go there are no two ways about that, so who choses these treads?
Is it the fashion editor, the designer or the influencer? It’s a bit of all three really, the photographer is the one who brings the clothes to life and breath’s air into the narration of the story, I
have worked on many shoots where I have pretty much taken control of the shoot and the stylist
is but a by stander. The fashion editor creates a idea for a story and the photographer is the one
to bring it to life with how they light it and direct the shoot, or it can sometimes become a collaborative effort. I think the best fashion shoots either editorially or commercial are shoots that
have a cinematic feel to them.

Then you pose the question of why are so many magazines around the world look so different,

the answer to that is …. “Culture”….. every country has a different culture and in turn you have
different clothes and magazines and how we interpret that is by how we shoot the clothes. Everyone in the industry world over loves the European magazines, for many reasons as they tend
to be a little more artier and more transfixed in making cinematic images that can be played out
in real life. That is probably why you see a high percentage of the editorials in “Black and White”
I love black and white, because it gives a totally new dimension to how we see the world. I don’t
shoot that many of my fashion or swim editorials for LaMode in black and white because I love
to push the boundaries of my photography by trying to create something new and fresh but still
within my style by -keeping it in colour.

So to summarize, where is fashion photography going? I think that we still love a good

narrative and the clothes will always be the forefront of what fashion editorials are about and
don’t let anyone tell you different, and that is fashion photography is about the clothes and anything else is the photographers voice.

“So
when you
think
of
fashion
what is the
first thing you think of”
Dress by Suzi Rose
Makeup/Eve Lynn
Model/ karsyn-bartruff
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Karina White

“I

Photographer and Stylist:Geoffrey Chuah
Make-up And Hair:Verity
Model:Karina@Chadwickmodel
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Blazer by Vero Moda, Calf Shirt by Vero Moda

10

anniversary
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The Jersey Dress by Juiltet Jones

Photographer & Stylist-Geoffrey Chuah, Makeup Artist-Verity, Model-Karina White@Chadwicks

The Wood

Wow can’t believe it’s been 5 years since I launched
LaMode magazine. It’s been a ride and a half not to
mention a very, very rewarding experience.

In
the sense of seeing this magazine grow and grow. Seeing
all the content I have shot and written for LaMode is like watching a baby grow into a child, so cliche. But very very true.

When I first started LaMode, it was a outlet for my creativity to
be seen and heard. But now it has turned into more than that.
It’s has turned into big part of my life, not that photography isn’t
a massive part of my life. There is not a day that goes by when I
don’t think about what I am going to shoot for my next LaMode
editorial. Is it going to be fashion, swim or a culture story?
I try to shoot editorials that have a voice or say something, and
I hope I have done that with the last few editorials that I have
worked on for LaMode.
For this editorial, my thought process was to shoot in three different locations, in one day, within the style that I like to shoot
with and that is, on location with natural light. And join all of the
shots into a eye catching, visual fest for your viewing pleasure.
And I would like to think that I have done that. It is not your
most conventional fashion story, but hey rules are there to be broken. Not that there are any rules in fashion??? Anyway this editorial is a celebration of LaMode and it’s first 5 years. Not to sure if
I will be here in 5 years time writing about my 10th anniversary
but hey you can die trying right?
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Dressby Nicola Finetti
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Dress by Nicola Finetti
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The Bianca Jacket by Juliet Jones, Black see through Dress by Nicola Finetti
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Deep Sky Blue Dress by Nicla Finetti
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Dresss by Nicola Finetti
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Cap by Flexfit, T-shirt bt Mambo, The Debbie Dress by Juilet Jones

Dress by Alexi Freeman
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White
Angel
So this is the second time this year I have had a
model friend of mine ask me to do a shoot with
them to help them out with either there business or
to update there portfolio.

So when Gemma asked me to do a shoot with her again .......You

see the ﬁrst time I worked with her was when she was 17, she is
now married with a baby. I jumped at the chance to work with this
amazing person again. Not only to help her but as you can imagine
to shoot a editorial for LaMode.
White Angel took about 5 weeks of hard work to put together. Not
only did I shoot it I styled it as well. I pulled clothes from Nicola
Finetti and Alexi Freeman both who I have worked with and both
designers I love. So when pulling the clothes I had to think of a
location that would work with the concept that we had in mind?
I have always wanted to use a skate board park as a back drop for a
shoot. So I googled searched for one, and the closest one to me was
Danielle Park in Summer Hill, Sydney. Once I had checked it out
I thought this was perfect for the editorial as I always wanted to
shoot on a location like this. It didn’t take long to sort out where I
was going to shoot and to see what the light would be like, so once
that was sorted. All I had to do was pray for a sunny day which as
you can see we got.
And the results are nothing short of amazing!!!!
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Sleeve less top and pants by Nicola Finetti
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Sack dress by Alexi Freeman, Tights by Alexi Freeman, Shoes Models own
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Photographer & Stylist: Geoffrey Chuah
Make-up Artist: Eve Lyn
Model: Gemma Scott
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Dress by Nicola Finetti, Shoes Models Own

Dress by Nicola Finetti
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Silver Sonic
Part one
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Cocktail Ring, Textura Ring, Pillars Ring
By Enem Design, intimates by Christine Nicole

Katherine

Intimates, Christine Nicol, Diamond Drop Earrings, Textura Choker, Infinity Double Ring, Skin Textura Band
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When coming up with concepts and ideas for

shoots not only for LaMode but for clients and
other magazines, you don’t always use the first
idea that pops into your head.

This wasn’t the case for Silver Sonic. I have been dying to shoot a jew-

elery story for a long, long time but I have never really had the chance or
the resources to do it. So when this opportunity arose I grabbed it with
both hands as I knew that I may not get another chance to shoot a story
with this concept. What I am really trying to say is that when you get the
products and intimates that you want, plus one of the of the hottest new
girls in town of the moment - you have a recipe for some pretty amazing
pictures...

Looking amazing when you wake up is one thing but to look down

right gorgeous is another. That’s what my vision was for this shoot. And
when you have a model like Katherine, that in itself isn’t hard to do.
When she walked through the door I said to myself “WOW”, standing at
5’11 and an a ex ballerina, she made shooting her so much easier that it
really needed to be. Cruising from shot to shot I don’t think at any stage
of the shoot we had any problems, aside from moving the lights around
to get the effect that I wanted (you see I was using tungsten). Everything
just fell into place... After 3 weeks of planning, sourcing some amazing
locally produced jewelery, gorgeous intimates and casting the right model... We came to this point “Silver Sonic”.

Dandelion Earrings, Dandelion Pendant, Dandelion Bracelet, Little Leaf Pendant, Little Leaf Bracelet, Drum Ring, Cross Ring, by SixD, intimates by Christina Nicole
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Cocktail Ring, Textura Ring, Pillars Ring
By Enem Design, intimates by Christine Nicole

Dandelion Earrings, Dandelion Pendant, Danelion Bracelet, Creeper Stacking Rings
By SixD Sculptura, Ring By Enem Design
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Diamond Drop Earrings, B.Lace Triangle Necklace, B.Lace Necklace
By Enem Design, intimates by Christine Nicole

Cocktail Rings (Black and White), Textura Ring, intimates by Christine Nicole
By Enem Design
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Silver Sonic
Photographer&Stylist: Geoffrey Chuah
Make-up and Hair: Tracy Terashima
Model:Katherine Kuhl@IMG Models

Part 2
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Teardop Flower of Life Earrings, Little Leaf Pendant, Little Leaf Bracelet, Creeper Stacking Rings, by SixD
Drop Tassle Necklace, intimates by Christine Nicole
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Dandelion Earrings, Dandelion Pendant, Dandelion Bracelet, Little Leaf Pendant, Little Leaf Bracelet, Drum Ring, Cross Ring, by SixD
Ring, Cross Ring, by SixD, intimates by Christine nicole
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The thing about shooting for LaMode is that I

sometimes have endless ideas and not enough time
to fit it all in. So this is the reason for part two of
Silver Sonic........There were so many amazing shots
here that I couldn’t resist doing a second post.

I

n the first part of this editorial two weeks ago I chatted about the model and how I
went about shooting this story. This time around I am going to have a quick chat about
fashion concepts in the industry and how and why we sometimes do it.
So when you flick through a fashion magazine and see a certain style of editorial and
think how and why did they come up with that, I am going to tell you now that it’ not
always the fashion editor’s idea or the photographers idea but a clash of two minds coming together and creating the story. I say story as I know every fashion photographer
would like to be called a story teller. I know I always try and shoot with a cinematic feel
with my editorials for LaMode.

I always think I get what I want as I do follow my concepts and ideas that I create be-

fore the day of the shoot. If you watch this video on “Mario Testio” ( if you don’t know
who he is) Google him and find out. You will see he works very closely with his team or
client to achieve the results that he wants. I suggest that you watch it after you check out
this editorial as it’s around 45 minutes long, but you get what I am on about after watching the first 5.
Moving along I do have shoots in the oven so to speak. So watch out for those in the
coming weeks ahead. And with Spring upon us say tuned for the swim month coming
up.
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Jewelry by Enem Design
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Jewelry by Enem Design
Intimates by Christine Nicole

“Luxury is the ease of a t-shirt
in a very expensive dress.”
- Karl Lagerfeld

Jewlery by SixD the Label, apart from the drop necklace by Enem Design
Intimates by Christine Nicole
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Photographer&Stylist Geoffrey Chuah
Make-up and Hair: Tracy Terashima
Model:Katherine Kuhl@IMG Models
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Jewelry by Enem Design
Intimates by Christine Nicole
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Sun

Alexxia

Seeker

Jeans Zara
Top Bohemian Traders
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Dress, Bohemian Traders
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I know how some photographers are
always looking to push the boundaries of
there work which is a challenge in it’s own
right.
But for me and this editorial I decided to stay with in

my own boundaries and stick to my style. Which you
will see below is location with natural light. Natural
light with a splash of sunshine for this shoot I may add.

I always work by the “One Sun Rule” even if I am

shooting in the studio or at least I try to. But that depends on the brief and what the job is for of course. But
back to this editorial with the amazing Alexxia from
the US of A ......a lot of planning went into this editorial as I wanted to create a fresh but poetic feel to this
shoot.

“Elegance is not standing out, but
being
Remembered.”

Giorgio Armani

With Robyn Phillip on the styling and Alex Grbas on

make-up and hair duties, the getting ready part was a
breeze so to speak. The following images are what we
created for LaMode magazine, a set of beautiful shots
that not only reflect the vision we where aiming for but
also a engaging shoot that will make you look twice.
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Dress, Country Road
Bag, Zara
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Jeans, topshop
Cami, Hansen & Gretel

Dress, Bohemian Traders
Bag, Zara

Scarf, Stylists own
Jewellery, Models & Stylists own

Photographer-Geoffrey Chuah
Stylist-Robyn Phillip
Make-up and Hair-Alex Grbas
Model-Alexxia @Chadwicks
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Long Sleeve V neck Shirt by Vero Moda, Shorts by Only Denim
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Jenna .G

Short Sleeve button up shirt & Denim Dresses by Only Denim, Shoes models own
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So when I started LaMode magazine I

didn’t think the publishing industry would
be where it is today.
And that is less print magazines and more on-line publications, but in

a lot of ways that shouldn’t really surprise anyone that works in the industry. I am talking about the publishing industry in general not fashion
and or woman’s magazines. So why did this happen ? More to the point
how did this happen. One word can describe that and that word is “Online” and we all know what that means don’t we. It is so much easier to
access your articles that you may want to read on-line or images that you
may want to check out via your favorite social app all done with a touch
of a button.

Yes that’s right the Internet has changed the way we live our lives and in

“Dress shabbily and they
remember the dress;
dress impeccably and
they notice the woman.”
—Coco Chanel

some ways it has destroyed them. I have never been a big fan of looking
at a tiny little screen too read a article or look at a photographic editorial
that may have catched my eye and want to have a better look at, once I
have clicked on the link. BUT that is how most of us now live our lives,
and I can’t see it changing anytime soon??? I still love picking up a magazine every now and then and having a flick through, and I have to admit
that I haven’t bought a magazine in what would seem a very long time. I
think that has a lot to do with me wanting to create my own images and
not be influenced by any other photographer. But I do look for inspiration when ever I travel or go about my day to day business.
Just out of interest I love watching interviews on YouTube from photographer who’s work I admire such as David Lachapelle and Glen Luchford. As your work should be a ever changing landscape, just like the
world we live in.
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Wrap Dress by Vero Moda Denim Jacket by Only Denim
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Waist Coat Dress by Vero Moda
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Photographer and Stylist-Geoffrey Chuah
Makeup artist-Verity
Model-Jenna.G @Chadwicks and @Elite

T-shirt by Only Denim, Jump Suite by Vero Moda
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Is Wearing Swimwear
about

The Swim or the Body
The dictionary meaning of swimwear is: “Clothing worn for swimming”
The Wikipedia meaning is: “A swimsuit is an item of clothing designed
to be worn by people engaging in a water-based activity or water sports, such
as swimming, diving and surfing, or sun-orientated activities, such as sun bathing”
Both tell a story within itself, don’t they?But what it doesn’t mention
is that you need a body to bring swimwear to life, actually you need a
body to bring any fashion or swimwear to life. No matter what size you
are we all love looking at the human body. Especially when we are at the
beach, discreetly or non-discreetly, we look no two ways about it.
So, if you follow LaMode magazine you will know I have shoot a lot of
swim editorials for it. I love shooting this form of photography, and even
thou it looks effortless, it is harder than it looks. And YES, casting the
right model has a lot to do with who I shoot and who I don’t. Because
for me it is about creating a fantasy? Everyone wants to look drop dead
amazing but not everyone will ever look like that, and that has to do
with your genes, we love the human body, I know I do. If it wasn’t for
the female form I wouldn’t be where I am today.
So, do we wear swimwear to show off our body’s or do we wear swimwear too cover certain parts of our body, so we don’t offend people when
we go to the beach or when we have a swim. I think it is mostly the first
statement, very bold I know but very true don’t you think??
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“discreetly or non-discreetly,
we look no two ways about it”

Two Piece,Raston Swimwear
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Let’s go back to “culture” you can grow up on the beach and never turn a blind eye thinking that it is OK to walk around with no
clothes on or you can grow up in a culture where if you show even
the tiniest bit of skin, you can get into a lot to a lot of trouble for it.
So, what I am saying here is that where and how we grow up e.g..
what country we live in. Will dictate how we project our self on the
beach or how we wear our swimwear. True or false, I will let you
decide that one for yourself.
So swimwear is nothing without a body wearing it, a little bit of
contradiction of terms to what I just said. Brands design for the
body not the other way around, you may be an Australian size 6
or you could be a size 12, it doesn’t matter what size you are it’s the
body that makes the swimwear, two piece or one piece. Some are
designed to flatter some are designed to cover, with a little bit to
leave the imitation¬. But it is our body’s that will always bring the
swimwear to life.
I hope you enjoy my top 5 editorials for LaMode Magazine from
the last 5 years.

“Everyone wants to look drop dead
amazing but not everyone will ever
look like that”

One Piece by T.J Swimwear
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Courtney
71

Push me
to the
Edge
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I was hoping for the water to be a
lot more charmer when I shot this
striking editorial of Courtney.
But you can never rely on the mother nature to deliver all your requests in one day “can we

now” ?? You usually have to work with what weather conditions you get and in this case it was
nice and sunny, and did I say warm as well near prefect conditions for a swim shoot. Gaining
inspiration for “Take Me To The Edge” didn’t come easy as this has to be my umpteenth swim
shoot.

Now a days I try and draw inspo from the models that I am shooting, rather than the loca-

tion and or the swimwear. But I always find it fun capturing and I say capture because when
you are shooting with the waves coming in and caressing the models body. It makes it for a
some-what fun shot to create .......don’t get me wrong I love shooting at the beach and I do
find it challenging to put together a editorial that is not only eye catching, but will hold you
the “reader” long enough to make you want to look at it again and again. That is not easy but
that is what every photographer wants to do when he or she picks up there camera and creates.
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An Ocean Breeze
Puts the Mind at
Ease
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Photographer: Geoffrey Chuah
Makeup artist: Eve Lyn
Model: Courtney Pizzimenti@Chadwicks & One Management, NYC
Swimwear by Gpysea

Sarah

Crisp and Clean
You don’t realize how lucky you are when you live in Sydney

when you are only ever about 20-30 minutes drive from the
a beach, unless you live next to one. And not to mention that
most of them are pretty dam good, so it doesn’t really matter
which one you chose.

It’s more how you want to look on the beach that really matters

the most. So for this editorial I drove up to Palm beach, one of
the most amazing beaches in Sydney in my opinion and I am
sure I can find a number of people who will second that. I chose
a part of Palm beach that is hidden away from harms way and
has the most beautiful clear water and the most golden sand in
this part of the world ever!!!

If you follow LaMode magazine you may remember that I have

mentioned that I will have a sister site up and running soon.
That sister site will be called LaMode swim and will have a small
selection of swimwear you can buy on-line and have sent to you
for next to nothing. And here’s a small secret into were I will be
shooting the campaign, it will be up somewhere in the Northern
beaches in Sydney( funny that). Stay tuned because in about two
weeks it will be hitting LaModes pages for your eyes and wallets
to enjoy. Till then enjoy “Crisp and Clean”
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Swimwear-Kandy Swimwear.
Photography-Geoffrey Chuah
Make-up artist-Isabella Pezzuto
Model-Sarah@Viviens Models
Photographers Assistant-AB
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To Burnt to be Lit
What is Social media? It’s a funny question to think about isn’t? What

Joanna

started out as a way to keep in touch with friends and family, and find
the ones that we have lost-ed. Social media has turned into a multi-billion dollar industry over the last 6 to 7 years. But who’s counting right,
from Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter and god knows what else is out
there to consider it’s self a social media plate form. We use social media
every day to express our self ’s right? So the point I am making here is
that we use what ever social media plate form that we are on, to connect
and show people what our life is like or show off, and sometimes it can
be a little superficial don’t you think?

I am Sorry for being so direct and to inform you that not everyones

life is what it seems. I am the first person to tell you that my images
are retouched but in a way to make them, well look real and attainable.
Brands use social media to reach out to new costumers all the time, it
really is a vicious cycle. Brands use influencer’s to promote there products (sometimes for money, sometimes for free) to reach new costumers
who in turn want to spend money to be like the person in the pictures
in the brands social media. It is never ending, but hey this what we
signed up for isn’t it???? But in saying that if you don’t like what you see,
you can delete or unfollow that person or brand. So yes we still have the
power to be able to see what we want, is that right? Or do we??? We still
get “notifications to say that such and such has posted. I personal don’t
mind the social media monster as it keeps me in the loop with who ever
I decide to follow or friend, actually it’s part of my job to do so, and
that’s keep in the loop of who’s who of the industry. And it will become
more important for me in a few months time, I am keeping tight lip on
that one.
Till then keep enjoying the Australian Summer.
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Swimwear/Lil And Emm
Model/Joanna Eden
MakeUp Artist/Verity
Photographer/Geoffrey Chuah
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Modesta

Global Scale
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I always like to think that this on-line magazine is on a Global Scale, so why do you think I can call this on-line
magazine a global magazine. One word “internet” and now that the Internet plays a big part in our lives you can
access anything anywhere, not to mention LaMode magazine. I know that this is a big call by saying that this
is a global magazine. But isn’t that quote true? every on-line magazine is a global magazine, for the one reason
that you can access it anywhere anytime and not have to worry about walking into a new agent and buying it,
to read and check out the visuals. So this is the reason why I can post swimwear in April and know that I will
still get a audience not only here in Australia but in the Northern hemisphere as well.
Moving forward, the locations that we have to chose from here in Australia are not only unreal and beautiful
but so divine and easy to work with. The light can be a bit hard to work with but I love working with natural
light and because the day of our shoot it was sunny, that made it even better, to bring a happy and radiant vibe
to the shoot and the final pictures that you see I think reflect that.
Just quick thank you to We The Dreamers swimwear for being a .......well a dream to work with.
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Marina
Photographer&Stylist-Geoffrey Chuah
MakeupArtist-Eve Lnn
Model-Marina Lukoschat@Chic Management
Swimwear-Debehams & Duskii

Photographer&Stylist-Geoffrey Chuah
Makeup-Elena Kan
Model-Modesta@Chadwicks
Swimwear-We The Dreamers
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East meets West
Just like North and South ....where there is a top there is a bottom. Sounds a bit weird
doesn’t ?

What I have always envision for LaMode magazine is it to be a globe brand that won’t

necessary work in with everyone’s season so in this case I have shot another swim editorial
for LaMode and will most likely shot another one while the weather is as good as it is in
Sydney, Australia.

I always feel very blessed to be able to shoot the models that I do. And that is no exception

with Marina from Germany, I can sum her up with one word and that is “AMAZING” I
know I have used that word so many times on set when I shoot but when a model makes
your life so much easier than what it is. It only means that you are going to create something special, and I would like to think I have done so with this editorial. Not that the last
editorial with Courtney wasn’t a amazing shoot or any other shoot that I have done for
LaMode.
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A publication is not a publication without models, makeup, stylist and the brands we have worked with
to make these editorials come to life. So here are all the talented artist, models, agents and brands that
have contributed LaMode Magazine’s 5th anniversary issue.

Contributors

Creative talent

Geoffrey Chuah
Verity.g
Karina@Chadwicks
Eve Lynn
Gemma Scott
Tracy Terashima
Katherine Kuhl@Img Models
Robyn Phillip
Alex Grbas
Alexxia@Chadwicks
Jenna.G@Chadwicks
Courtney Pizzimenti@Chadwicks
Isabella Pezzuto
Sarah@Viviens
Joanna Eden@Chadwicks
Elena Kan
Modesta@Chadwicks

The Bookers

Joseph Tenni@Chadwicks
Nicole Atwa@Viviens
Dasiy Melville@Viviens
Angie Holden@Viviens

Brands

Nicola Finetti
Juliet Jones
Vero Moda
Mambo
Only Denim
Bohemian Traders
Zara
Top Shop
Hansel And Gretal
Country Road
Alexi Freeman
Suzi Rose
Christine Nicole
Enem Design
Six The Label
We The Dreamers
Gypsea
Debenhams
Duskii
Lil & Emm
Kandy Swimwear
A special thank you, Portobello PR
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